Use of Microscale Thermophoresis (MST) to Measure Binding Affinities of Components of the Fusion Machinery.
Microscale thermophoresis is a relatively new technique used by an increasing number of academic laboratories to estimate relative binding affinities between ligand (analyte) that is titrated and a target (generally protein) that is either fluorescently labeled exogenously in the red or blue channel (labeled thermophoresis) or endogenously labeled via the presence of sufficient aromatic amino acid residues such as tryptophan (label-free thermophoresis). There are advantages and disadvantages to each technique; however, one major disadvantage of label-free thermophoresis is that protein-protein interactions cannot be measured, as generally most proteins have enough aromatic residues to generate an interfering signal. Thermophoresis can be used to determine steady-state binding affinities as between SNAREs and relevant binding partners of SNAREs and labeled thermophoresis is increasingly becoming a reliable technique to screen binding partners of fusion machinery to determine relevance in terms of direct biochemical interactions.